Renal Hemodynamics in AKI: In Search of New Treatment Targets
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ABSTRACT

Novel therapeutic interventions are required to prevent or treat AKI. To expedite progress in this regard, a consensus conference held by the Acute Dialysis Quality Initiative was convened in April of 2014 to develop recommendations for research priorities and future directions. Here, we highlight the concepts related to renal hemodynamics in AKI that are likely to reveal new treatment targets on investigation. Overall, we must better understand the interactions between systemic, total renal, and glomerular hemodynamics, including the role of tubuloglomerular feedback. Furthermore, the net consequences of therapeutic maneuvers aimed at restoring glomerular filtration need to be examined in relation to the nature, magnitude, and duration of the insult. Additionally, microvascular blood flow heterogeneity in AKI is now recognized as a common occurrence; timely interventions to preserve the renal microcirculatory flow may interrupt the downward spiral of injury toward progressive kidney failure and should, therefore, be investigated. Finally, development of techniques that permit an integrative physiologic approach, including direct visualization of renal microvasculature and measurement of oxygen kinetics and mitochondrial function in intact tissue in all nephron segments, may provide new insights into how the kidney responds to various injurious stimuli and allow evaluation of new therapeutic strategies.


There is an unmet need to develop effective treatments aimed at decreasing the morbidity and mortality of AKI, which continues to impose a substantial health care burden. AKI is a complex clinical syndrome encompassing a wide spectrum of etiologies, such as sepsis, volume depletion, inflammation, ischemia-reperfusion, exogenous and endogenous toxins, surgery, obstruction, heart failure, and others. These various insults often coexist in a given patient, thus making it very challenging to identify unique pathophysiologic mechanism(s) and universal relevant therapeutic targets. The 13th Acute Dialysis Quality Initiative (ADQI) Consensus Conference focused on identifying major mechanisms and targets for therapeutics in AKI, and this paper highlights the workgroup that specifically focused on hemodynamic mechanisms and targets in AKI. The conference was held in Charlottesville, Virginia on April 20, 2014. The consensus panel made recommendations on the major gaps between incomplete understanding of mechanisms that underlie AKI, target discovery, and viable AKI treatments. Given the wide heterogeneity of etiologies for AKI, for the purpose of research and conceptualization of the role of renal hemodynamics in AKI, sepsis, ischemia, and nephrotoxic insults were focused on as major model
disorders for the discussion of the pathophysiology and treatment targets related to renal macrocirculatory and microcirculatory alterations. We present recommendations for future research to bridge gaps in knowledge as well as potential targets for therapy, which should hopefully result in effective therapeutic interventions for AKI.

METHODS

The 13th ADQI Consensus Conference on Therapeutic Targets of Human AKI held in Charlottesville, Virginia in April of 2014 (www.adqi.net) was attended by an international group of experts and focused on an objective scientific review of the current literature, development of a consensus of opinion, with evidence where possible, to distill current literature, and articulate a research agenda to address important unanswered questions. Similar to other ADQI meetings, a modified Delphi approach was followed. Details of the methods can be found in the supplement of the introduction and summary by Okusa et al.1 in this issue of the Journal of the American Society of Nephrology.

RESULTS

Total Renal Blood Flow in AKI

Global renal ischemia caused by compromised kidney perfusion has traditionally been recognized as one of the most common pathogenic factors leading to AKI in acutely ill patients. However, studies in large mammals, including humans, suggest that global renal hypoperfusion cannot be invoked as the sole etiology of AKI.2–5 The causative contribution of renal blood flow (RBF) to kidney dysfunction is particularly puzzling in sepsis, and there is widespread disagreement as to whether RBF is reduced, normal, or even increased.2,3,6–8 In the few large animal and clinical studies, the patterns of RBF in AKI and its relation with systemic hemodynamics are highly variable.3,6 Absence of benefit of vasodilator therapy in human sepsis–associated AKI9 may be explained by variability in blood flow. Unfortunately, more specific knowledge about the relationship between RBF and AKI in sepsis is limited by the lack of reliable methods to monitor continuous RBF in human AKI. Nevertheless, recent studies allow for several important insights. First, renal circulatory changes might behave differently in sepsis with AKI as opposed to sepsis alone.3 Second, renal hemodynamics in subjects with sepsis and AKI cannot be predicted reliably from systemic hemodynamics.3 Third, sepsis-associated AKI may be accompanied by dissociation between systemic and renal vascular resistance. These differences in systemic and renal vascular resistances may relate to both species differences and most importantly, the time periods of observations after the induction of sepsis.3,6 Regardless the pattern of total RBF, key questions are whether the interplay between the changes in global renal flow, renal oxygenation, and function is causally linked, just epiphenomena, or even protective in most common types of AKI (i.e., sepsis and surgery) and what their role is in different phases of AKI (i.e., early versus established AKI). Of critical importance is that an isolated determination of RBF outside the context of the complex interaction with glomerular and peritubular microcirculation and the tissue energy state may not be representative of downstream processes and may downplay the existence of widespread, albeit patchy renal tissue ischemia (see below). Thus, total RBF is of limited value in predicting AKI, and its causative role in AKI is difficult to determine given the complexities of the renal microcirculation.

Renal Microcirculation

Glomerular Hemodynamics in AKI

The reduction in GFR is a hallmark of AKI. The precise knowledge of glomerular hemodynamics and its determinants during AKI may have therapeutic implications. Animal studies show that, in severe prerenal insults (e.g., profound hypovolemia, low BP, and reduced cardiac output), there is a homogenous and intense reduction in single-nephron GFR in virtually all nephrons, primarily as a result of reduced renal plasma flow (RPF) and Kf.10 In contrast to this scenario, glomerular dynamics in the course of septic AKI are controversial.7,8,11 The widely held concept of a fall in transcapillary hydraulic pressure caused by afferent arteriolar vasoconstriction leading to the reduction in GFR in sepsis has been largely derived from rodents challenged with large endotoxin bolus.7,8 Recent experimental data from models of hyperdynamic sepsis in sheep questioned this paradigm, and data introduced the concept of decreased rather than increased glomerular vascular resistance, at least in early sepsis in ruminants.11,12 Although the decline in GFR is mainly attributable to a profound lowering of the intraglomerular capillary pressure, the potential contributions of elevation of Bowman’s pressure secondary to tubular obstruction and/or increased tubular flow in hyperfiltrating nephrons, impaired hydraulic permeability, and reduction of filtration surface area should be addressed by other studies in relevant animal models. Collectively, it is conceivable that a comparison of determinants of hypofiltration among progressors and nonprogressors of AKI as well as precise (semi)continuous monitoring of changes in GFR over extended periods of time should allow more sensitive investigations of the role of intrarenal hemodynamics during the development of AKI.

Regardless of the nature of glomerular loss of filtration capacity, another key question remains of what the net consequence is of strategies aimed at enhancing GFR. The reversal of functional vasoconstriction and restoration of GFR with hemodynamic optimization strategies may be beneficial during early, transient prerenal events, such as volume depletion and low BP, because the reduction in RPF is caused by systemic or extrarenal events. In most cases, if systemic alterations can be corrected, the RPF and GFR in the kidney will be improved or normalized, because this is a normal renal response to systemic changes. However, during AKI with tubular epithelial cell injury and vasoconstriction, the net
Effects of a hemodynamic optimization approach are far less straightforward. This renal vasoconstriction is in response to intrarenal events, such as tubular injury, and mediated largely by tubuloglomerular feedback activation. Under these conditions, such reduction in GFR may contribute to a form of renal hibernation that acts to protect injured tubules from further injury by reducing the filtered load and thereby, the reabsorptive workload. Studies performed in rat models of renal ischemia and reperfusion have shown that maneuvers aimed at ameliorating the decrease in GFR may, in fact, produce more tubular damage in the long run. In addition, transgenic mice lacking adenosine A1 receptors, through which tubuloglomerular feedback is modulated, were more sensitive to ischemia-reperfusion injury. Thus, although restoration of RBF and GFR might be a logical strategy in early prereftal states, hypofiltration mediated by the persistence of the tubuloglomerular feedback system may be protective in the presence of significant renal injury. It must be stressed, however, that the importance of tubuloglomerular feedback in mediating the link between prominent decline in GFR and focal tubular injury has been suggested for ischemia-reperfusion and nephrotoxic AKI but remains unproven in models of septic AKI and clinical AKI caused by multiple insults. Finally, inter nephron heterogeneity, the focal distribution of lesions and accessibility limited to a subgroup of superficial nephrons, should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of micropuncture techniques. Combinations of micropuncture with new imaging techniques, such as multiphoton microscopy, may offer new opportunities in studying real-time acute renal pathophysiology. In summary, uncertainty about the nature, time course, and magnitude of glomerular hemodynamics, its regulation, and how it can be effectively modulated represents an important gap of knowledge that may hinder the appropriate design of hemodynamically oriented clinical trial. The relationship and timing of glomerular hemodynamic changes to evidence of major tubular damage must also be better correlated and understood. It has been shown repeatedly that tubuloglomerular feedback adapts temporally, and the reduction of RBF during acute tubular injury may not be persistent and may only be during the acute injury phase. Clearly, the total reduction in GFR cannot be explained entirely by renal vasoconstriction and reductions in RPF rates. Other factors, including reduced glomerular permeability coefficient, tubular backleak of solutes, and tubular obstruction, remain critical factors to the total reduction in GFR. In fact, renal vasoconstriction may be transient and an appropriate response to tubular injury, inducing a form of renal hibernation or protection of injured tubules. Absolute reductions in RBF are probably more dramatic and quantitatively significant during prereftal states, which one encounters in severe volume depletion or congestive heart failure, although the latter has not been proven unequivocally. Again, species- and model-specific differences in glomerular dynamics must seriously be taken into consideration when extrapolating the findings to humans.

Peritubular Microcirculation in AKI

The postglomerular peritubular microvasculature has been increasingly recognized as a crucial compartment in different forms of AKI. Both ischemia and sepsis have profound effects on the integrity and function of peritubular capillaries. Rodent models of ischemia-reperfusion show compromised peritubular perfusion characterized by sluggish and retrograde blood flow that develops within minutes after reperfusion followed by restoration of normal flow within the first 4 hours, only to dramatically worsen over the next 20 hours. Similarly, rodent models of acute endotoxemia suggest that cortical peritubular capillaries are among the first renal structures to be affected during AKI. Peritubular capillaries are not only part of the first structure affected during an acute insult, but also, their damage may determine both functional and structural reversibility of AKI. Indeed, microvascular injury may persist even after resolution of the initial insult, resulting in chronic microvascular alterations, fibrogenesis, and rarefaction of cells. In fact, persistent peritubular capillary failure and subsequent microvascular dropout predispose survivors of AKI to development of CKD and increase their risk for recurrent AKI.

Mechanisms of Peritubular Capillary Dysfunction

The unique microvascular architecture of the kidney and its role as a set of resistors in series as well as in parallel make the study of renal microvasculature challenging but essential to understanding the pathogenesis of AKI. Having both series and parallel components allows for continued flow if microvascular obstruction or constriction occurs in certain areas. This likely is the
underlying reason for the focal nature of cortical injury during ischemia-reperfusion and injury during sepsis. The mechanisms that contribute to peritubular capillary dysfunction in both ischemia and sepsis may be multifactorial. Because peritubular capillaries are derived from the efferent glomerular arterioles, any disturbance of glomerular blood flow will impair peritubular perfusion. In addition, because efferent arterioles in the middle and inner cortex of the kidney supply not only their parent nephron, zonal peritubular ischemia involving several adjacent nephrons might occur. Further mechanisms include direct inflammatory injury of endothelial cells and activation of the epithelial-endothelial axis by inflammatory signals released from tubular cells exposed to toxicity of filtered danger signals.23 As a result, the balance is strongly tipped toward increased microvascular permeability, endothelial cell inflammation, imbalance between vasodilating and vasoconstricting factors, and activation of coagulation. The intricate molecular pathways within the local microenvironment of endothelial cells fall outside the scope of this work, and the reader is referred to recent in-depth reviews.23,38

Interestingly, microcirculatory perfusion defects are not uniform throughout the kidney during acute injury. Persistent perfusion deficits and diminished tissue oxygenation have been shown to be of greater magnitude in the highly vulnerable outer medulla compared with the cortex in a variety of experimental models, including total ischemia, radiocastrophy nephropathy, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug–and other drug–induced AKI etiologies, including fluid therapy.23,39 The renal cortex microcirculation is significantly compromised in sepsis models3,40 and humans,41 where inhomogeneous patchy areas of microischemia can occur (Figure 2). These heterogeneous areas of hypoxia and normal oxygenation define the nature of hemodynamic alterations leading to inflammation, because it is expected that there is increased reactive oxygen species production associated with hypoxia-normoxia interactions.42 The increased incidence of AKI in patients with CKD is likely, in part, because of the existing underlying microvascular alterations and marginal areas of oxygenation existing in patients with CKD before the new ischemic or septic event.23 In endotoxemic rats, microvascular hypoxic areas were identified using a partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) histogram analysis. However, mean microcirculatory pO2 showed no changes; a demonstration of the overall heterogeneity of ischemia is in Johannes et al.43 Similar results were obtained in an ischemia–reperfusion model of AKI, where mean tissue pO2 measured using oxygen electrodes showed no change, whereas the hypoxia–sensitive pimonidazole adduct immunohistochemistry was able to identify microheterogenous hypoxic areas.44 In addition to these effects, the patchy distribution of microvascular changes might affect both the glomerular and peritubular circulations. As a result, zones of nephrons with glomerular hypoperfusion and peritubular capillary occlusion might coexist with clusters of normal or even hyperoxic risk nephrons. Hypoxic zones might coexist with intact regions with preserved tissue pO2. Hypothetically, the hypoxic nephrovascular units may signal surrounding functional nephrons in a paracrine but undefined fashion, thereby disseminating the injurious stimulus. In summary, such hypoxic areas in the cortex have been shown to coexist in the presence of normal or even supranormal arterial RBF. These findings have important consequences for clinical monitoring, because diagnostic tools will have to be developed that allow for simultaneous and dynamic determination of total RBF, differential zone flow, and tissue oxygenation.45 Without this, we will find it very difficult to translate preclinical data into therapeutic success given the heterogeneity of the disease

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the microvasculature within the kidney. The colored gradient represents the oxygen tension in mmHg across the kidney. Note the lack of arterial blood in the outer medullary region. AA, afferent arteriole; EF, efferent arteriole; IA, interlobular artery; IM, inner medulla; ISOM, inner stripe of the outer medulla; OSOM, outer stripe of the outer medulla. Modified from work by Aird,60 with permission. (B) Drawings and three–dimensional two–photon images of glomerular and cortical tubular areas. Glomerular: Intravital two–photon three–dimensional micrograph showing fluorescent albumin (yellow) localized within the capillary loops of a glomerulus (center) and the microvasculature surrounding proximal tubules (PTs). Peritubular: Intravital two–photon three–dimensional micrograph showing a large molecular weight fluorescent dextran (red) localized within the peritubular capillaries (red) surrounding both PTs and distal tubules (DTs). Hoechst 33342 labels the nuclei of all cells types (cyan), with brighter binding occurring within the DTs. Note that the space between tubular structures, known as the interstitial space, is largely filled by the peritubular microvasculature under physiologic conditions. Scale bar, 20 μm.
syndrome. Currently, various functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques (e.g., cine phase–contrast MRI, arterial spin labeling, and blood oxygen level–dependent MRI) and to some extent, contrast-enhanced ultrasound are the only clinically available research tools allowing noninvasive quantification and assessment of renal perfusion and intraglomerular flow distribution during AKI.46

Although compromised renal peritubular microcirculation seems to have a central and possibly causative role in the pathogenesis of AKI, often profound reduction in GFR is unlikely to be solely an effect of the focal nature of microvascular changes, indicating a central role for altered glomerular hemodynamics. Hypothetically, increased filtration of danger signals in areas of initially preserved nephrovascular units can lead to subcellular renal tubular cell injury/activation, thus driving the activation of the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism. However, there is no clear proof showing the trafficking between tubular and glomerular compartments linking tubular function to renal hemodynamics in human AKI. Along the same vein, a question remains whether the renal microvascular alterations are always the primary and predominant event leading to tubular stress and injury.47 Alternatively, tubular cell injury might trigger reflex microvascular vasoconstriction at the single-nephron level. This reasoning is supported by observations derived from models of single–nephron tubular obstruction48 and localized microinjection of Escherichia coli into early proximal tubule lumens.49–51 Therefore, there seems to be a bidirectional and possibly synergistic crosstalk within the complex tubule-capillary microenvironment, with the sequence of events depending on the nature of insult.23 Although microcirculatory changes may lead to tubular injury, the reverse may also be true.

**Targets to Protect the Nephrovascular Units**

The maintenance of peritubular microcirculation, thus, seems to be an important therapeutic target to improve the...
acute and chronic renal outcomes in patients with AKI. However, multiple knowledge gaps need to be addressed to improve our capacity to transfer basic science knowledge into clinical practice. Many of pathways implicated in renal microvascular failure may serve dual roles—damaging endothelial and tubular cells acutely but triggering adaptive response or even enhancing tissue repair later. Future studies must dissect these dual mechanisms. Furthermore, limited blood flow can modulate downstream molecular mechanisms (evoking local inflammatory response) or act directly as executioners of cell death. Likewise, augmenting the blood flow may increase influx of danger molecules and amplify the danger response. Dissection of which phenomenon prevails in which phase of AKI might dictate the treatment efficacy. In addition, any therapeutic intervention aimed at restoring glomerular perfusion and filtration may be counterproductive unless accompanied by the restoration of peritubular circulation and oxygenation. We also need to better understand the effect and mechanisms of aging and major comorbidities on renal vascular vulnerability to insults and how these mechanisms affect the effectiveness of novel therapies. Another recognized problem is that the majority of animal models copy neither the entire spectrum of clinical AKI (combination of relevant insults; e.g., hypovolemia, sepsis, and toxicity) nor relevant AKI population (predisposing comorbidities).

Therapeutic strategies that target the microvasculature in AKI can be broadly divided into several categories (Table 1). Oxidative stress–mediated cellular injury has been implicated in the pathogenesis of AKI as a central element of the network of danger response, affecting both endothelial and epithelial functions as well as cellular energetics. Therapeutic interventions aimed at maintaining the homeostatic balance between oxygen radicals, nitric oxide, and oxygen have been shown to be effective in several studies in rodent models of septic AKI and ischemia-reperfusion injury as well as in large animal models of septic AKI. The lack of effective inducible nitric oxide synthase inhibitors for clinical use can be considered an important area for research.

Recent discoveries of the critical physiological role of endothelial glycocalyx in controlling vascular permeability and limiting interaction between endothelium and circulating cells as well as its role in propating inflammation and tissue edema in injured give hope for the development of new strategies aimed at enhancement of vascular integrity and amelioration of vascular leak in AKI. Another emerging possibility is that therapeuticon endothelial vascular integrity involves Toll-like receptor 4–dependent activation of endothelial cells and modulation thrombomodulin–driven pathways. From the long-term perspective, postinsult recovery of the peritubular capillary network may prevent chronic tubulointestinal hypoxia and fibrosis. Therefore, the therapeutic potential of strategies targeting vascular repair and regeneration, such as angiogenic factors, and stem or progenitor cell populations is worthy of further preclinical testing.

In addition to identifying new treatment targets, there is also a pressing need to assess more completely the consequences of current therapeutics. Most interventions that are used in the resuscitation of critically ill patients may influence the renal microcirculation in a deleterious manner. For example, the exact mechanisms by which different fluid compositions (such as normal saline and colloid or buffered solutions) affect renal microcirculation are not well understood, and emerging experimental and clinical data suggest that use of inappropriate fluids or fluid replacement strategies may exert deleterious effects on the microcirculation and renal outcomes. Strategies allowing real-time evaluation of microcirculatory fluid and vasopressors responsiveness might be expected to optimize resuscitation effectiveness while limiting the potential to cause harm.

**Research Agenda**

We have developed the following research agenda in relation to the understanding and treatment of AKI from a renal hemodynamic point of view. Issues that require further investigation are listed.

1. The identification of pathway(s) implicated in renal microvascular stress that should be targeted for therapeutic intervention (functional versus structural changes).

2. Understanding the nature, time course, and magnitude of glomerular hemodynamics and the effect of bidirectional tubuloglomerular feedback signal on injury and recovery in various AKI models. Development of animal models depicting the phenomenon of uncoupling severe depression of glomerular filtration and limited focal structural tubular cell dysfunction.

3. The identification of an optimal time window for interventions as well as development of novel real–time monitoring methods to ensure that emerging therapies reach their specific cellular targets within the renal vasculature.

4. An integrative preclinical approach involving simultaneous determination of microcirculation and oxygen kinetics, and assessment of mitochondrial function and mediators involved in regulation of renal hemodynamics represents a comprehensive monitoring platform to identify AKI, individualize therapy, and follow the response to therapy. Imaging the microcirculation will need to take

---

Bonsid (Nephropath, Little Rock, AK), with permission. (B) Shown is a speckle imaging perfusion map of the surface of a rat kidney at baseline, during septic shock, and after fluid resuscitation after a 30-minute delay. Fluid resuscitation corrected systemic hemodynamic variables but induced heterogeneous areas of hypoperfusion in the renal cortex. Reprinted from Legrand et al., with permission.
### Table 1. Promising hemodynamic–based therapeutic targets to treat AKI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alteration and Target</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Potential Downside</th>
<th>Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global RBF</td>
<td>Shock states, sepsis</td>
<td>Improved early renal perfusion</td>
<td>Vasopressor load, medullary hypoxia, tubular workload</td>
<td>Two small clinical studies, one phase 3 clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Shock states, sepsis</td>
<td>Improved early renal perfusion</td>
<td>Vasopressor load, medullary hypoxia, tubular workload</td>
<td>Two small clinical studies, one phase 3 clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANP low dose</td>
<td>Cardiac surgery</td>
<td>Improved renal perfusion</td>
<td>Ineffective in late AKI, hypotension in large dose</td>
<td>One small RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal (de)congestion</td>
<td>Heart failure, sepsis, ICU AKI</td>
<td>Improved renal perfusion, tissue edema</td>
<td>Induction of prerenal response</td>
<td>Observational trials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Glomerular hemodynamics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Potential Downside</th>
<th>Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selective renal adenosine 1 receptors agonists</td>
<td>I/R, sepsis AKI</td>
<td>Activation of tubuloglomerular feedback, prevention of tubular cell danger load and medullary hypoxia</td>
<td>Reduced cortical perfusion</td>
<td>Mice I/R, sepsis AKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective renal adenosine 1 receptors antagonists</td>
<td>Radiocontrast AKI, nefrophotoxic AKI</td>
<td>Suppression of tubuloglomerular feedback, improved GFR and postglomerular perfusion</td>
<td>Medullary hypoxia, tubular workload</td>
<td>Small animals studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiotensin II</td>
<td>Early hyperemic sepsis AKI</td>
<td>Increased glomerular filtration pressure</td>
<td>Systemic effects, tubular danger load, renal ischemia</td>
<td>Sheep hyperdynamic sepsis and AKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasopressin/terlipressin</td>
<td>Early sepsis AKI</td>
<td>Increased glomerular filtration pressure</td>
<td>Systemic effects, tubular danger load, renal ischemia</td>
<td>Small clinical, post hoc RCT analysis (VASST), preclinical large animals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Peritubular microcirculation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Potential Downside</th>
<th>Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOS-targeted therapy (e.g., iNOS inhibition, eNOS preservation)</td>
<td>Sepsis AKI, I/R</td>
<td>Preserved microvascular perfusion, suppression of local inflammation, oxidative stress and bioenergetic failure</td>
<td>Unclear timing, both damaging and protective consequences</td>
<td>Preclinical studies, limited human evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNOS-targeted therapy</td>
<td>Sepsis AKI, I/R</td>
<td>Preserved microvascular perfusion, suppression of local inflammation and bioenergetic failure</td>
<td>Unclear timing, variety of drugs, both damaging and protective consequences</td>
<td>Preclinical studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkB kinase inhibition</td>
<td>Sepsis AKI</td>
<td>Attenuation of iNOS while increasing eNOS</td>
<td>Biphasic roles—limiting inflammation early, limiting recovery later on? Proapoptotic effects?</td>
<td>Mice sepsis and endotoxemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endothelin-1 antagonism</td>
<td>I/R, sepsis, progression to CKD</td>
<td>Improved renal microcirculation, reduction in oxidative stress and inflammation</td>
<td>Role of other receptors and their distribution unknown</td>
<td>Mouse I/R, porcine endotoxemia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vascular integrity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Potential Downside</th>
<th>Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1P1R agonists</td>
<td>Prevention of I/R</td>
<td>Prevention of endothelial barrier dysfunction</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Human trial in Tx ongoing, mouse I/R, cell culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
into account the heterogeneity of the microcirculation and its dysfunction.

(5) New technologies that are most likely to improve our understanding in the clinical research setting include functional MRI (allowing non-invasive quantification and assessment of intraorgan distribution of renal perfusion and oxygen kinetics during AKI) and contrast-enhanced ultrasound.

(6) Because of the inaccessibility of the kidney under clinical conditions, future research will need to determine to what extent distant microcirculatory alterations (e.g., sublingual microcirculation) reflect microcirculatory defects occurring in the kidney.

(7) To bridge the gap between preclinical and clinical studies, better models of AKI that recapitulate the complex nature of human AKI, including myriad etiologies, are needed. Mechanistic studies are required to better understand how comorbidities (such as CKD) alter the renal hemodynamic response, enhance the intrinsic susceptibility of the (micro) vascular system to insults, and affect the effectiveness of novel therapies.
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